
‘Ukulele At School, Book 1 Lesson Plans by Glen Kamida 

Week One: 

Teacher preparation: Lay out ukuleles and tune them. 

Vocabulary used: Tuners, nut, fingerboard, frets, soundhole, bridge, ‘ohana,  soprano, 
concert, tenor, tuning, note, chord, C chord, open string, strumming, down strum, up 
strum, whole note, half note, quarter note, choo-choo strum, and eighth note. 

Read  Aloha  Students 

Unit 1, Chapter 1, Meet the ‘Ukulele 

Students identify parts of the ‘ukulele. I have the students count the number of frets and the 
number of strings. There is always a significant number of students who get them confused. 
Students identify string/peg relationship.  (five minutes) 

• ‘Ukuleles are always set up with the tuners to the musicians’ left. 

Unit 1, Chapter 2, Tuning Read the section together. I make it clear to the students that “the 
teacher is the only person to tune the instrument. (one minute) 

Your Left Hand As I read through the steps I have the students check themselves and then 
each other. I use the term ‘ohana  to my student to relate working with each other in a 
cooperative, respectful manner. (ten minutes) 

As a class we play one string at a time going from string four, three, two, one, two, three and 
four.  I allow students to look at their instrument the first couple of times.  From this moment 
on I stress the concept of “hands independent of eyes.” (five minutes) 

Playing a C Chord Before going over this section I explain with them how each finger is 
assigned a fret; index for first fret, middle for second, ring for third, and pinkie for fourth. 
Note to teacher:  when the fourth fret is used for a chord in this book, the ring finger will be 
used instead.  Go over fret board chart with students. I sometimes refer to the nut as “zero 
fret.” (five minutes) 

Strumming After reading this section with the students there are a number of exercises /
games (waving good bye, “hugging” drill where I have them hold their right elbow with their 
left hand to keep it still) I do with the students to get them to relax their hand.  I will ask 
some students to rest their elbow on the lower end of the ‘ukulele in order for them to use 
their wrist only. When going over signs for down and up strum I tell them how they are the 
same as down and up bow for violin, viola, cello, and bass  (3 minutes) 

Unit I, Chapter 3, Are You Sleeping? Instruct the students about the alignment of notes and 
syllable. On the quarter and eight note variations I have the class note how many strums 
occur after the final word.  Sometimes with the choo-choo strum I will have the students 
practice by rote. (15 to 20 minutes). 
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Week Two: 

Teacher preparation: Lay out ukuleles and tune them. 

Vocabulary used: Tuners, nut, fingerboard, frets, soundhole, bridge, ‘ohana,  soprano, 
concert, tenor, tuning, note, chord, open string, strumming, down strum, up strum, whole 
note, half note, quarter note, choo-choo strum, and eighth note. New  vocabulary: Bar line, 
measure, double bar line, F chord, lullaby, repeat sign, introduction, chorus, and verse. 

Review prior lessons material (10 minutes) 

Unit 2, Chapter 4:  Playing an F Chord Before starting this section I review (for the second 
time on this day), the four rules for left hand position (page 9) in the book.  I also emphasize 
to the students not to “press into the neck” with the left thumb. I will also quiz the class by 
asking them to place fingers on random places on the fret board, just one finger chords.  
After reading the section through with the students, we work on going from F to C with the 
left hand only (just as the book recommends). Sometimes I ask the students to work in 
partners to monitor themselves.  We then play the exercise on the bottom of page 15.  

Hush Little Baby I usually model every new song/exercise while students follow along, and air 
strum and left hand chords.  (20 minutes) 

Unit 2, Chapter 5: Swinging and Strumming  I review eighth notes, down and up strum, and 
choo-choo strum. I will teach the concept of the triplet, swing feel by using word clues DAY-to 
DAY- to – DAY. “Culturally” more correct I also use KIND- da – KIND – da  - KIND. I play the song, 
Clementine for them and then explain the form by going over the concepts of introduction, 
verse, and chorus. (15 minutes). 
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Week Three: 

Teacher preparation: Lay out ukuleles and tune them. 

Vocabulary used: ‘Ohana, note, chord, C chord, open string, strumming, down strum, up 
strum, whole note, half note, quarter note, choo-choo strum, and eighth note,  bar line, 
measure, double bar line, F chord, lullaby, repeat sign, introduction, chorus, and verse. New 
vocabulary: Building, G Chord, and gospel. 

Review Are You Sleeping, Hush Little Baby, and the terms and material relevant to the lesson.  
If the students go through the material quickly I might teach them Itsy, Bitsy, Spider by rote 
using the F and C chords. (15 to 20 minutes). 

Unit 3, Chapter 6: Playing a G Chord  Students are encouraged to follow step by step (phrase 
by phrase or comma to comma) each step.  Before asking for my assistance I encourage the 
students to check each other first. I also emphasize they read before looking at the tab or 
picture. “Left hand” practice before playing the chords  This is the part of the book where I 
start to strongly encourage my students to have “eyes independent of fingers”.  As much as 
possible I have them play chords without looking at their left hands so they can look at the 
music while they are playing. (10 minutes) 

When the Saints Go Marching In  I have students “practice” on their own or with a partner (5 
minutes). We will go through the song a number of times, singing only the first verse. We will 
also play the song using a choo-choo strum (10 – 15 minutes)  
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Week Four: 

Teacher preparation: Lay out ukuleles and tune them. 

Vocabulary used: ‘Ohana, note, chord, C chord,  open string, strumming, down strum, up 
strum, whole note, half note, quarter note, choo-choo strum, and eighth note,  bar line, 
measure, double bar line, F chord, lullaby, repeat sign, introduction, chorus, and verse, 
building, G Chord and gospel. New vocabulary: B-flat chord and time signature (4/4 and 
3/4) 

Review Are You Sleeping, Hush Little Baby, G chord, When The Saints Go Marching In, and the 
terms and material relevant to the lesson. On Saints we begin to learn second verse (15 to 20 
minutes). 

Unit 3, Chapter 7: Playing a Bb Chord  I remind the students of the process we did to learn 
the G chord, and to do the same when playing Bb chord.  Before the students begin to left 
hand practice chord progression on page 20 I begin to discuss with the concept of time 
signature and the difference in 4/4 and ¾ time (15 minutes) 

 Home on the Range  I go through the same process as we do when we play other songs.  (15 
minutes) 
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Week Five: 

Teacher preparation: Lay out ukuleles and tune them. 

Vocabulary used: ‘Ohana, note, chord, C chord,  open string, strumming, down strum, up 
strum, whole note, half note, quarter note, choo-choo strum, and eighth note,  bar line, 
measure, double bar line, F chord, lullaby, repeat sign, introduction, chorus, and verse, 
building, G Chord and gospel, B-flat chord, and time signature (4/4 and 3/4) New vocabulary: 
D minor, major, minor, m, and Civil War. 

Review Are You Sleeping, Hush Little Baby, G chord, When The Saints Go Marching In (first 
two verses memorized), Home on the Range, and the terms and material relevant to the 
lesson (15 minutes). 

Unit 4, Chapter 8: Playing a Dm Chord I remind the students of the process we did to learn 
the G and Bb chords, and ask them to do the same when learning Dm chord. We left hand 
practice the first exercise on page 22. (5 minutes) 

Before playing the second exercise I have the play the rhythm first only using the Dm chord. 
Once they get comfortable playing the rhythm, I add the C chord and then play. (10 minutes) 

When Johnny Comes Marching Home Go I go through the same process as we do when we play 
other songs.  (15 minutes) 
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Week Six: 

Teacher preparation: Lay out ukuleles and tune them. 

Vocabulary used: ‘Ohana, note, chord, C chord,  open string, strumming, down strum, up 
strum, whole note, half note, quarter note, choo-choo strum, and eighth note,  bar line, 
measure, double bar line, F chord, lullaby, repeat sign, introduction, chorus, and verse, 
building, G Chord and gospel, B-flat chord, time signature (4/4 and 3/4), D minor, major, 
minor, m, and Civil War. New vocabulary: Am, Em, horse strum and spiritual. 

Review Are You Sleeping, Hush Little Baby, G chord, When The Saints Go Marching In (all 
three verses memorized), Home on the Range When Johnny Comes Marching Home, and the 
terms and material relevant to the lesson (15 minutes). 

Unit 4, Chapter 9: Playing Am & Em Chords I remind the students of the process we did to 
learn the G, Bb,  and Dm chords, and ask them to do the same when learning Am and Em 
chord.  Please note the change of finger fret relationship on the Em chord. I introduce the 
horse strum as a combination of the quarter note and choo-choo strum. The students play the 
exercise on the bottom of page 24 with the Em chord only.  I use that chord because it is 
more of a challenge to play (15 minutes) 

Michael Row the Boat Ashore I go through the same process as we do when we play other 
songs.  (15 minutes) 
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Week Seven and Eight: 

Teacher preparation: Lay out ukuleles and tune them. 

Vocabulary used: ‘Ohana, note, chord, C chord,  open string, strumming, down strum, up 
strum, whole note, half note, quarter note, choo-choo strum, and eighth note,  bar line, 
measure, double bar line, F chord, lullaby, repeat sign, introduction, chorus, and verse, 
building, G Chord and gospel, B-flat chord, time signature (4/4 and 3/4), D minor, major, 
minor, m, and Civil War, Am, Em, horse strum and spiritual. . New vocabulary: accents 

Review Are You Sleeping, Hush Little Baby, G chord, When The Saints Go Marching In (all 
three verses memorized), Bb chord, Home on the Range,  Dm,  When Johnny Comes Marching 
Home,  Am, Em, and Michael Row The Boat Ashore, and the terms and material relevant to 
the lesson (15 minutes). 

Unit 5, Chapter 10: Accents I ask the students to define the word accent in the contents of 
language. Demonstrate and play the exercises very slowly.  Oh! Susanna Verse one, and 
chorus. 
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Week Nine and Ten:  

Vocabulary used: ‘Ohana, note, chord, C chord,  open string, strumming, down strum, up 
strum, whole note, half note, quarter note, choo-choo strum, and eighth note,  bar line, 
measure, double bar line, F chord, lullaby, repeat sign, introduction, chorus, and verse, 
building, G Chord and gospel, B-flat chord, time signature (4/4 and 3/4), D minor, major, 
minor, m, and Civil War, Am, Em, horse strum, spiritual, and accent.  New vocabulary: horse-
strum
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